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THE NORMALIA.

D

R. T. A. PATTISON,
oaNTIST.
♦

Over Merchants National Bank

CAMPBELL GREENHOUSE.

·-·

Cut Flowers Always on Hand.
Funeral and Wedding De~igns Made.
Corner Third avenue and 3½ Street South.

THERE ARE PEOPLE
Who are not satisfied with their dentist. Hrs
PRICES OR HIS WORK-those are the people I
wish to see. Office hours 9 to 5. Over P. 0.

F.A.HOYT,DENTIST

Finest trains on earth from

ST PAUL

Dr. J. H. BEATY,

•
--AND--

OFFICE: Corner Fifth ave. and First St. South.
Hours, l l to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4. i::\unday and evenings at residence, 400 Filth ave. S. Tel. 14-2.

H. J. SAUNDERS.

I\

BOOT and SHOE MAKER
and REPAIRER. . .

30 I Fifth Ave. South,

in the meat line can be obtained at

Kl LIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
123 5th Avenue South.

YOU CAN DRIVE NOBBV
if
OUTFITS BV HIRING
~YOUR LIVERY AT

a , ~(

McDona Id &. O'Neil's.

n ,

PR1cEs ANo TREATMENT A-1.

"I

-

ffllJJEDPOLIS
--TO--

St. Cloud, Minn.

BE,SJ!? CUJI!,S 0Fl J!IE-7IJ!?, J!?}IE. BE,SJ!? J17{Jd.l,S,
7:lj\!D lJ.!JIE BE,SJ!? 0Fl E.VE.!'<¥J!?}Ilj\lG

.

-

- - -- - - - - - - -

For First-Class Shoe Repairing

CHICAGO
Electric Lighted and Steam Heated,

i

When in Need of
:SOOTS.,
S:E3:0ES

:G%C\

and.

BU:E:SEES.,

' ••o,,. ,_
GO TO - - Do not forget to call on
Vi I
•
.
~IKM:AN •.. J. W. WOLTER, ..
.,'10 ..,r1
the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
Comer of 6th Ave. and 2d St. South.
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store.
fir.
't
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STOP AT THE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.

JAKE TROSSEN.

Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

Mild Sugar Cured Ham and Bacon

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop.
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week. SpeciaI
rates b y tbe month made on application.

OPPOSITE WES'r HOUSE.

Tel. 47

10.'/ 5th Avenne So1ttli

:JSeneen :fSrotbere

~t~!; Groceriest
'5001' '5oo1's ant, '.JLow ll)rtces.

ll7 5tb B~enue Soutb,

St. <tlou~, ffiinn.

PAT,ACE

PAT,ACE

SLEEPING
AND
FAMILY

Cheap Rates to Montana, Washington

CARS.

DINING
CAR,~,

MEALS
.~ ERVED
A. LA CAR1'E.

and Oregon via the Northern Pacific.

You can buy tickets to Helena and
Butte via the Northern Pacific Railway, for !1:i20 one way and $35 round
trip, or to Spokane, Tacoma or Seattle,
Wash. and to Portland, Ore. for $25
one way and $40 round trip. Correspondingly low rate::; are made to other
western points.
Tickets a"re on sale on November 6,
13, 20 and 27-Call on y <;m r local
agent of the Northern Pacific Ry. for
information and tickets.
One way tickets are good for continuous passage; round trip tickets are
good for stopover going.
Chas. S. Fee,

G. P. & T. A., N. P. R.,
St. Paul, Minn.

Through service between St. Paul, Minneapolis
Helena, Butte, Spokane, Seattle and Portland.
Connections, at western terminal for Kootenai
country, Orei,:on' ,mrt California points, Alaska,
Japan an,d China. Connections at Twin Cities for
points east and south.

· Passengrr 'frains leave as follows:
GOING WEST.

GOING EAST.

*No. 111:25 a.m .
*No. :J 3:20 p.m.
tNo. 3 11:15 a.m
tNo . 4 12:20 p .m .
*No. 5 for
No. fi arrives from
Willmar .11:20 a.m.
Willmar 3:10 p. " '
tNo. 711:20 p .m.
+No . 8 4:40 it.m.
No. 6 leaves for Milaca. a.nd Sandstone at
3:15 p. m
Nos. 3, 4, 7 and 8 run via ClearwA.r,er
*Daily excevt Simda.;v

t Dall;v

The Road That Made
The Northwest FamoRJs .
Remember Your Friends!

H. R. NEIDE, Agent .
ST. CLOUD, MINN.
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~ ~o!~9. r!lp.!Jer
.
U)rtces to Stut,ents.

FINE
PLATINOTYPES
A SPECIALTY.

N
VOLUME X.

ST. <;:LOUD, MINN ., NOVEMBER,

·* EDIIB0~17H.1

❖

,SlFlUlK-...

Edi~or.in-Chiel ............. . ..... .... ...... ..... ........ Pau) Ahles
Busmess Manager,,. ........ .. Elmer D. Van Fredenberg
Assistant Business Manager ............. Clarence Riddle
Published quarterly during t he.school year at the
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at St. Cloud as second
class mail matter, 181J5.

Subscription, 85 Cts. a Year.
Single Copies, 1 ') Cents.

NOTICE.
.
Subscribers will receive the Normalia
until notice of discontinuance i's given
and all arrearages are pazd.
A blue mark here (
) means that
your subscription has expired.
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NUMBER I.

her name. The editing is entirely done
by the students, and it rests with them,
whether or not the paper shall be a
success. It is quite gratifying to notice
with what zeal all the classes have taken up the work. Many good papers
contributed by the different classes
could not be printed for want of space.
We hope that the present interest in
the work will continue during the year.

(w~~Wi'NiifflJ
~~
· Autumn Song.

Composed by the Primary School, each child
suggesting some line or word.
The autumn leaves are falling
With dresses red and gold,
The birds are loudly calling,
Let's fly far from the cold.
The pumpkins all are yellow,

Wheat fields are bare and brown,
IT has been found advisable to
The apples now are mellow
change the plan of publishing the NorThe nuts are falling down.
malia th.is year. Four numbers will be
The winter soon is coming,
issued during the school year. By
The frost is in the air;
concentrating our efforts upon a smalThe bees have stopped their humming
ler number of issues, we hope to be
The oak trees now are bare.
able to obtain better subject matter,
than would otherwise be possible. We
Communal Life _A mong Insects.
endeavor to make the paper represent
the whole school and not a select few.
BY BESSIE CAMBELL, A. E. J.
One
of the most extensive, and at
Nearly all the clas~es of the school are,
the
same
time most interesting, oi intherefore, represented in the present
teresting,
of insect groups is the order
issue. 1 he class to which each contributor belongs is indicated atter his or Hymenoptera, which numbers among
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its members wasps, bees, ants and their
allies.
Both in habits and structure, the insects included in this group are characterized by great variety; and the ma jority of its representatives exhibit
what some zoologists call a remarkable
instinct, but which others claim to be a
degree of intelligence.
Probably the most extraordinary habit developed among insects of this or der, is that of living in great aggregations under _the direction of a single
queen, with division of labor reduced
to a science and each individual dependent for his existence upon the labors
of all. The smoothness with which
the domestic machinery may be run in
one of these communities is demonstrated each season by ·our common hornets or yellow-jackets.
As the majority of wasps . perish in
autumn, the queens survive to perpetuate their species only by seeking snug
corners or she! tered crevices where
they may creep away and pass the
winter.
With the advent of spring, a suitable
building site is chosen; and Mrs . Queen
constructs a layer of neat hexoginal
cells, in each of which she deposits an
egg, together with sufficient food for
the nourishment of the young larva.
After a week or two of incessant feast ing, the larvae spin, each, a cocoon
from which they emerge, after a period
of quiet tran_sformation, full- gro wn
wasps, ready to assume their share of
responsibility in the work of the nest.
The$e first wasps are always neuters,
and , from the time they are competent
to complete the nest and gather food
for the voracious young grubs, the
queen resigns to them all the duties
which have formerly been hets, with
the single exception of egg-laying.
Drones appear when the season is well

advanced but are soon deserted by
queen and neuters who fly away, with
the cool days of autumn, leaving them
to starve in an empty nest. The neuters buzz about for a few weeks and
finally perish with the early frosts;
while the queens retreat into winter
quarters at the approach of cold weather.
The life of the hooey bee follows,
with but few exceptions, the same
general plan as that of the wasps.
Their colonies support the three classes
of individuals; but their division of labor shows a higher stage of development. To certain workers is assigned
the care of the queen and the drones;
others act as nurses for the baby bees;
while still others keep the hive in a
state of immaculate cleanliness. Beside these, sentinels must guard the entrance against intruders; and the work
of gathering honey, pollen or honeydew and of manufacturing wax must
be carried on by yet others. It should
be observed that this labor is performed by a constantly changing population, and that the acts of each day
must be induced by instinct modified
to some extent, by imitation.
Although the life of the ant communities is by no means fully understood, 1t seems to be more remarkable
and elaborate than that of the bees,
and to make the highest limit of
specialization among insects.
The home , itself, has been likened
to the dwellings of mankind in its construction, having apartments tor definite purposes with halls and passages
connecting them.
Beside nurses and ordinary housebuilders, many species of ants maintain
a militia, soldier ants whose duty it is
to protect the nest from the encroachment of enemies, and even to raid
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neighboring communities, bringing
home the captives to serve as sla-ves.
Dr. Sincecum, after twelve years of
study, announced the discovery of a
species of ant which plants, cultivates
and harvests a crop each year. These
ants, however, are not confined to the
tilled land in gathering grain, but make
long excursions into the surrounding
grass regions.
A favorite food among a~ts is a
sweet fluid which is produced by the
tiny plant lice, aphidae, and which
they exude. upon slight irritation. The
ants find these aphidae so necessary,
that they often maintain groups of
them, · driving them from one feeding
place to another and sometimes protecting them against their enemies.
From a scientific standpoint, insects
that have adopted communal life are
found to be among the most successful in the struggle for existence, cooperation and mutual aid being the
principal factors; but apart from this
significance, the life of insects in communities can not fail to be of more
than ordinary interestt to even the casual observer.
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Safely bound with reindeer sinews;
Stilled his fretful wail by saying,
"Bush! the naked bear will hear thee!"
Lulled him into slumber. singing,
"Ewa-yea! my little owlet!
Who is this, that lights the wigwam?
With his great eyes lights the wigwam?
Ewa yea! my .little owlet!"

Purpose:-To enable the pupils to
gain clear mental images of the tollowing steps and give ex[Jression to their
ideas both in oral language and in construction of a model.
Steps-:-lmages formed in the children's minds.
I.
The pine-trees in the ravine in
St. Cloud. Final step - Our country,
when it was inhabited by Indians, with
its dark forests and numerous wild animals and birds.
2.
The Mississippi river and the
woods bordering its banks. Final step
-The big-sea-water and the gloomy
pine forest, a short distance away.
3. A wigwam.
Final step,-The
wigwam standing between the forest
and the big-sea-water.
4. Their own kind old grandmother
rocking a little sister or brother to
sleep. Final step- Old Nokomis rock ing Hiawatha in his linden cradle.
5. Their own bed at home with nice
Lesson Plan.
soft feather beddine- and pillows. FiBV JULIA DALAGER, E. A.
nal step-Hiawatha's linden cradle
Plan for a lesson to be given to the bedded with moss and rushes.
6. The baby's cradle at home made
first grade on the following selection
artistically and fastened together with
from Hiawatha:
glue so that the seams are scarcely
By the shores of Gitche Gurnee,
seen and do not serve as ornaments.
By the shining big-sea-water,
Stood the wigwam of Nokomis.
Final step-Hiawatha's cradle bound
Dark behind it rose the forest,
with reindeer sinews.
Rose the black and gloomy pine-trees,
7. How their own grandmother
Rose the firs with cones upon them;
sings
a lullaby song when she is rockBright before it beat the water,
ing the baby to sleep. Final stepBeat the shining big-sea-water.
Old Nokomis's lullaby song that she
There the wrinkled old Nokomis
sang
for Hiawatha.
Nursed the little Biawatha,
Means:-1. Field excursion-Take
Rocked him in his linden cradle,
Bedded soft in moss and rushes, .
the pupils out to the river bank and
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have them notice the sandy shore
Early in childhood there is no idea
strewerl with pebbles. Take them in- of externality and no perception of
to the woods and c:ill attention to the one's body or external things. Feeling
large pine -trees with cones on their is then vague, a nd sensations cannot
branches; the darkness of the forests; be localized and traced to their causes.
the birds a nd their nests; squirrels;and .The first change from this state of genthe numerous stumps, which show that era! sensation is due to touch and the
a great many trees have been cut down. muscular sense by which a difference
2.
Preparation in class-Conversa- in the resistance of objects is noticed.
tion about the Indians, who came to In order that definite sensations may
settle this wild country; _their manner be distinguished as such, attention is
of building wigwams of poles and skins; necessary. Attention in the beginning
their costume; weapons, and how is reflex; but by it the disordered mass
bravely they would go out hunting the of sensations is analyzed and each
wild bear and reindeer.
sense becomes a source of experience.
3. Reading--Have material at hand
The sensations of the muscular sense
for the p~pils to illustrate Hiawatha's and touch are first interpreted, differhome and surroundings. · This may be ences of temperature are next noticed,
done by having a small table in the light and darkness next, sound next,
room, on which the pupils may put differences in flavors and odors next,
sand and earth to represent the coun- and finally colors are distinguished.
try . The Big Sea Water may be repre- . The mind thus builds its world acsented 1:>y blue tissue paper, folded in cording to its own nature and laws. It
waves; the shore and foam by sand, adds form to the raw material as a
pebbles and cotton batting; the forests sculptor fashions a statue from a piece
by small branches of pine and other of shapeless marble. A large amount
cone bearing trees; the wigwam by of raw material is thus necessary, and
sticks and a piece of skin, on which the the senses must n-ierefore be trained.
children may paint · Indian designs.
Like all other faculties, a keen perThe "naked bear," reindeer and other ception can be developed only by conanimals may be cut out of card board stant and vigorous use. There is no
and placed among the trees,
royal ro ; d to its development, but it
Children will be allowed to talk free- can be developed highly when right
ly about the story as they build up the methods are pursued.
scenery.
The sensations of sight were no more
perfect in the Indian than in the white
man, and yet a broken twig, a turned
Perception and Its Cultivation.
I
leaf or a fai!Jt film of smoke betrayed
BY G. J. T. MOGAN, A. L,2.
to him the presence or passage of an
Perception may be defined in a gen- enemy. The Indian was able to intereral way as the process ot constructing pret his sensations and attend to deour mental representation of the ex- tails, but before long the white men
ternal world. Since it is only through had cultivated their perception in that
our senses that we come in contact direction to such an extent that they
with externality, 'One of the first pro- were equal to the red men.
cesses 1s discrimination of the sensaIndoor life and mechanical inventions have dulled the perceptions of
tions.
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many people. The "probabilities" of
the newspapers are referred to instead
of the winds and clouds when we desire to know what the weather is to be.
In mnst schools of the past, and perhaps in many today, words, not things,
are , taught. Pupils read about things
instead of coming in actual contact
with them, and, in order to remedy
this, object-teaching has been introduced.
But even in such teaching,
words are frequently taught instead of
objects. The teach ers place an object
before the pupils, for instance a skeleton of a small animal, and proceed in
this manner:
"This is a skeleton.
What is this?" The pupils repeat, "a
skel eton." Touching the skull,- the
teacher says: "This is a sk ull. What
is this? '' The pupils th en repeat, "a
skull." In this so-called object-teaching, the obje ct is really seen when the
nam e is said, but the name only is
learned and little is perceived, because
the main object of the lesson being
after all to teach the name. Much
ti"me is spent in many schools learning
names of towns, rivers, etc., in China,
India and other remote places, instead
of things more nearly concerning the
child's life and which are essential to
his success.
Perception is best cultivated by a
study of the natural sciences, such as
botany, zoology and geology, and since
these take us out to the fresh air and
sunlight, the cultivation of perception
by these means will conduce to bodily
health , .without which it is doubtful if
we can have mental vigor.
The true botanist walks long distances if necessary for a particular specimen, the ornotholog ist hunts in the
woods for the bird whose habits he
wishes to study, and the geologist tries
to read the history of hundreds of
thousands of years among the hills and
mountains.

Drawing is particularly valuable,
since it teaches a close observation of
details, which is essential in the formation of a clear percept.
Field lessons in geograp hy, it prop·
erly conducted, are valuable in th e cultivation of perception.
The true teacher will provide every
possible means for the cultivation of
the power of perception in order that
the pupil may have a rich mentai content upon which to build his higher
knowledge. Clea r precepts enable the
pupil to form clear concepts.

Two Pictures . of Caesar.
BY ISABEL SHOEMAKER, 2· I.

The Caesar of history was "the nob •
lest man that ever lived in th e tide o·t
times." .Fitted by nature to be the
best of commanders, an orator second
only to Cicero, the p ee r of statesmen
and writers, his was truly one ot the
greatest names in history. H e bega n
life with the fixed purpose ot gaining
the supremacy in Rome, and everything was dune with that end in view.
He was certainly ambitious, though it
is not clear that Antony's es timat e was
correct when he says: "It was a grievous fault."
Caesar had a very good opinion of
himself, for Plutarch says that "when
the pirates would have fixed his ransom at twenty talents he laughed at
them for not understanding the value
of their prisoner, and himself changed
it to fifty talents." But Caesar's selfrespect had nothing of conceit in it,
for in his commentaries he never mentions himse lf as though he were writing, but keeps all in the third perso n. ·
He was very particular about his
perso n, and some people say eve n
dandyish, so careful was he of hi s hair
and dress.
1
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There was nothing brutal in Caesar.
He was kind, con'siderate and careful
of other people's feelings. Quoting
again from Plutarch: "At supper a
dish was put before him dressed with
ointment instead of oil. Caesar partook of it without any disgust and reprimanded his friends for finding fault
with it."
At another time, when riding with
some subordinates, Caesar 5topped at
a house tor a night's lodging. One of
his soldiers was sick and Caesar gave
him the only bed and slept outside
with the men. He h <}d no thought for
his own personal comfort, but shared
the hardships of campaigning with his
soldiers.
Shakespeare's Caesar, on the 9ther
hand, is puffed up, proud and pompous. It would seem no great loss to
the world to rid it of such a man as his
Caesar. It is true he shows some kindness in giving way to Calpurnia's fears,
but at the same time he shows his
boastfulness in the message he gives to
Decius Brutus. Since he is Caesar,
"will not" is all the reasoR necessary.
In his answer to Trebonius he likens
the people in the world to the stars in
heaven and hims elf to the northern
star.

These are the two Caesars; the one
brave, modest and refined; the other a
braggart. We cannot fully decide why
Sh a kespeare should have made the
man such a puff ball. Justice, certainly, has not been dooe to Caesar's character; but generosity demands that we
charge this error to poets' privileges.

A Day's Outing.
BY MAUDE CALVERT, I-I.

Several members of the young people's class of the Methodist Sunday
school of Dell Rapids had thoroughly
discussed the plans for a day's outing
for Jhemselves and had decided to announce them to the class the following
Sunday morning.
This they did, and the idea Was
hailed with delight by everyone present. The questions which naturally
followed were where and when should
it be? Various suggestions were made
and it was finally . decided that they
should go on the following Saturday
morning to the Palisades and Gulch,
about ten miles distant.
The Palisades and Gulch, sometimes
called the "Spirit's Canon" or "Haunts
of His Satanic Majesty," were noted
"Of whose true-fix'd and resting quality
There is no fellow in the firmament."
for their beautiful scenery and attracAgain he says:
tive picnic grounds.
Through the
"Danger knows full well
Gulch flowed the Split Rock creek, so
That Caesar is more dangerous than he."
called from the fact of its having
And to Metellus Cimber in reply to plowed its way, as it were, through the
the plea for the life of his brother Pub- massive rocks which now to.wer far
lius, he says:
above it on either side and occasionally
"Be not fond
hide it from view under the shadowy
To think that Caesar bear. such rebel blood
That will be thawed from the true quality
With that which melteth fools.
*
*
*
Know Caesar doth not wrong nor without
cause
Will he be satisfied."

precipices.
The class consisted of five boys and ·
nine girls, besides their teacher. The
girls agreed to furnish the eatables,
which are always indispensible on such
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occasions, while the boys provided
conveyances.
It was a balmy day in June and five
o'clock Saturday morning found everyone on hand at the home of l\lrs. Patterson, their · Sunday school teacher,
the girls with their heavily laden lunch
baskets and the boys with three twoseated carriages drawn by spirited
teams which were champing their bits,
anxious to _be gone.
Lunch baskets were hastily ~towed
a w~y in the carriages and the jolly fifteen were soon speeding along enjoying the exhilarating ride through the
green fields and pleasant woodlands.
The two hours' drive was a very
agret'.able prelude to the pleasures
which were to follow and at eight
o'clock they entered the village of
Glenwood, which is near the Gulch.
The boys acted as hostlers and left
the girls to wander at will through the
shady nooks and dells. Mrs. Patterson h"d brought her sketching material and proceeded to sketch a pictur~
of the rustic bridge which spans the
creek.
What experience and adventures
might be related by this little bridge,
could it but converse with humanity,
for it is, literally, speaking, covered
with the carved imtials of the crowds
who have crossed it.

few steps to regain their lireath and
wish they had resisted the kmptation
to undertake the exploit.
Of course they must have some
souvenirs to remind them of this delightful day and what could be more
appropriate than some kodak pictures?
It was an ideal day for artists and a
number.of splendid views were secured
of the class in various positions, some
of which were very mirth provoking.
By this time the boys declared they
were almost famished and as it was
.noc,n, nothing would satisfy them hut
an invitation to sample the contents of
the lunch baskets.
While the girls spread the table with
the appetizing viands, too numerous to
mention, in the tempting shade of one
of the mighty oaks, the boys brought
pails ot water from the spring and prepated the lemonade. As soon as all
was in readiness they gathered round
the "hospitable board" where they
spent the shortest and pleasantest hour
of the day.
The first thing suggested after dinner was that they take a boat ride on
the river, and ere all had tired of that
pleasure, numerous were the trips
made down the river and back to the
landing by the miniature "Dauntless,"
which affords room for only four at a
time.

The boys soon arrived,, however,
and proposed going down "Satan's
stairway," to which all readily agreed.
Satan's stairway is a narrow chasm b~tween the rocks which slope gradually
down to the water's edge.

The remainder of the day was spent
very pleasantly and as the sun was
nearing the horizon, they bade farewell
to Glenwood and vicinity and .wended
their way homeward.

The :a;tars had appeared in the hea vThey all enjoyed making the de- ens and a full summer's moon was just
scent, but the ascent was quite differ- peeping above the horizon when they
ent. The girls would pause every reached Dell Rapids, all satisfied that
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Charlemagne did not conquer .i.11 of ·
the day had been happily and profitably spent.
these people simply to rule over them,
but because he bated to see them so
Charlemagne.
savage and wild. He also knew that
while he was teaching the people he
BY MAUD A. TELLER, VII GRADE.
was learning something himself.
After the Roman Empire had gone
He had a grand residence at Aix-lato decay, a great man by the name of
Cbapdle. He lived on simple tood and
Charlemagne came into possession 0£
drank no wine. He hated drinking,
a territory in the northwestern• part of
and tried to teach bis people to do the
the present German Empi1'e.
same. He did not believe m spending
The people there were verv wild
his time in eating and drinking, as most
and barbarious, and Charlemag"ne had
of the monarchs did at that time. He
to he very cruel to subdue them.
dressed like the Franks.
He was
When he had the most of his own ·peohardly ever seen in Roman garb. He
ple civilized, he went on and conquered
loved the Franks, therefore he wanted
many other countries, or territories ,
to copy their ways.
around his own.
After he was crowned he did so
Charlemagne was a very great
much that was good for his people
fnend of the Pope, so he went on a
that his fame spread and everybody
visit to Rome. While he was there he
who learned of him loved him.
attended St. Peter's church, the largest
Learned . people came to pay him
one in Rome. On_e day while he was
long visits. And many pcwple sent
at the altar the Pope came with a
him presents, two of them being an
cr@wn, and, setting it on his head, he
elephant and an ape. These he kept
hailed him as Emperor of the West.
as his chief pets. He tamed them and
He was very proud of this.
thought more of them than of any
When Charlemagne had got his
other of . his presents. They in turn
people under control, he began to try
thought a great deal of him.
to educate them. He had some one
Before Charlemagne died he crownteach him to read and write, and as he
ed his son Louis, who soon divided his
learned be taught his people. He took
empire among his sons. They quarto Greek, and learned a great deal
reled and fought most of the time inabout it. He also knew something
stead of doing for their people. After
about Latin. He delighted in having
this had been going on for some time
learned men about him so that he
the empire went to ruin, and was dicould learn from them.
vided into states, now Germany, France
Charlemagne was so interested m
and Italy.
his peo.ple that he would work both
day and night. People used to wonder at this and compare him with NaA Border Knight.
poleon, who fought all day with his
BY HENRY WIKMAN, SR. MODEL.
men and planned all night while others
The Lady, of Branksome Castle
slept.
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•came of a noble race. Her father had
been a great scholar, and he had imparted some of his great learning to
the lady.
She was sitting one day in one of the
towers ,o f the castle when ·she overheard a conversation between a river
spirit and a mountain spirit.
The
mountain spirit said that as long as the
lady was full of pride and disdain,
nothing fortunate would happen to her
and her kin. She became angry, and
a little afraid also, when she heard this,
and went down to the hall.
She called to her William of Ddoraine, and commanded him to ride at
once to Melrose Abbey and find the
Monk of St. Mary's Aisle. He should
tell him that the time had now come to
get the book of the mighty ~cott.
Deloraine started at once. He reached
the Abbey about twelve o'clock in the
night.
Melrose Abbey was at this time the
most beautiful building in all Scotland.
The stone work was especially beauti-.
ful. Delornine did not stay to look at
a scene so beautiful, but hunted up the
man he was sent to find. He thought
that the monk was about a hundred
years old.
.
d h
When he had state d h 1s
erran , t e
monk seemed strangly moved, but after
a time he showed him the grave where
the wizard was buried.
The m@nk told Deloraine that he
had once been a soldier and had fought
in heathen countries, and it was there
he had met the wizard, Michael Scott.
When the wizard was dying he called
the monk to his side. He commanded
him to bury his hook of magic and
never to show it to anyone but to
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the people ot Branksome. The night
that he buried the evil book strange
sounds were heard.
As the monk finished his tale he told
Deloraine to open the tomb. When
open it revealed a man about seventy
years old. By his side lay his book of
magic, and a lamp burned beside him.
Delorain e took the book and hurried
away. That night sobs and laughter
were hear_d along the gallenes of the
abbey. It seemed as if the fiends ·were
keeping holiday. In the morning the
Monk of St. Mary's Aisle was dead.
As William of Deloraine was riding
homeward he met a horseman coming
the other way. He saw lt was Lord
Cranstoun, one of his bitterest enemies.
He rode forward to meet him, but he
and his horse were tired and could not
withstand the blows of Cranstoun. At
la~t Deloraine wa& stretched on the
plain. Cranstoun bade his page stanch
the wound.
Cranstoun's page was a very funny
person. In form he looked like some
deformed monkey, though without a
tail. In realitv h e had the spirit of a
-'
devil.
As he was stanching
the
wound of the man, he saw the book of
magic in his bosom. He tried to open
it, but it would not open unless smeared
with Christian blood.
He had only
read a few words when a blow from
some unseen hand stretched him on the
plain. He dared not read any more,
so he carried Deloraine to the castle.
As he was going out he saw the s@n
of the Lady of Branksome at play. He
enticed him to the woods, where he
was taken by the English. But the
dwarf cha'n ged himself to the form of a
boy and wrought a great deal of mischief at the castle.
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As they were walking along they
A few days after these great events,
the English came to attack the castle. met a miller with a sack.
After a time the lady made terms of
When he came up to them they prepeace with them. As they were eat- tended to rob him.
Then he said, "l have not a cent
ing and making merry at the castle in
honor of the event, the dwarf made with me."
quarrels between persons. The Lady
Then Little J oho said again, "Give
feared that fighting would be the re- me your money and don't you talk to
sult if sh~ did not do something to me in such a manner."
quiet the disturbance. So she asked
Little John said again, "l know you
!he minstrels to play for them. As have something .in the bottom of that
they were playing a loud noise was sack."
Then the miller · let the sack down
heard, and the dwarf was seen running
toward them saying: "Found! found! and began to feel for the money.
found!" As he reached the hall a
While he was feeling around he said,
hand appeared which took him away. "l have the money now."
Deloraine said afterwards that he had
Then he pulled his hands out and
seen the! owner of the hand before, and threw the flour into their eyes.
that it was the wizard. The Lady
Then he began to hit them with his
forswore forever her magic art, after quarter staff until the men cried, "l
this truly terrible ·e vent. The differ- will give up," "l will give up."
ent lords that were in the hall swore
The miller stopped and Little John,
that they would make a pilgrimage to Will Scarlet, Will Stutely and Arthur
Melrose Abbey and pray for the bene- a. Bland took him to the forest and
fit of the wizard.
gave him the merriest feast he ever
· had in all his life.
Robin Hood's Adventure with the Miller.
BY HERMAN BUCKMAN, $TH GRADE.

Once upon a time there lived a man
whose name was Robin Hood.
He was an outlaw because he killed
a man and the king sent him out of
the country.
He had to live in the forest all
alone.
Then he began to gather men until
he had about seventy or eighty men.
He had four strong and stout men.
Their names were Little John, Will
Scarlet, Will Stutelo and Arthur a.
Bland.
One day they went to seek adventure.

A Plea For Music.
BY NELLIE M. CLARK.

Music, which formerly was not
taught in our schools, is at the present
time becoming more important. In
our cit y schools and graded schools of
the village it is studied and occasionally
we find some time given to it in our
district schools. But very often a
teacher in such a school does not realize the good that fifteen minutes of
training in mus:c would do in resting
the mind for other studies, and says he
has not the time to teach music.
In village schools, yery often, some
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teacher who probably has n~t made a song will help him or not. Thus if
thorough study of music preparatory children, during their school lives, beto teaching it, 1s given that work and come familiar with good music, it will
he is not able to do all that should be help them to be cultured, to under<lone for his pupils. TJ:ierefore, some stand what others have expressed in
competent person who is a master in song, to sympathize with their comthe art of music should he engaged.
panions and to become more helpful
There should be more time given to throughout their lives.
music in our schools. We do not reaMusic will give us purer, better
lize its importance, for if we did, we thoughts, making our words and acwould see to it that our schools are un- tions noble because it breathes throughder the leadership of capable, thorough out the soul that which refines and eleand earnest music teachers, who can vates.
make their pupils feel the power of
We cannot tell in words how much
music. That there is power in music music influences us, for just s<» far as
if proven by the followrng:
"The we are able to tell its power in words,
sweet singers of Israel," when the evil so far it falls short of true music. Naspirit got into King Saul, took harp poleon L while at St. Helena, said
and voice and with his minstrelsy that music has the grea'test influence
charmed it away. Probably if David of all the liberal arts over the passions.
had undertaken to argue with the evil Its effect is greater than that of a morspirit, he would simply ha~e strength- al work, which convinces our reason
ened its possession, for the devil was but does not warm our feelings, nor
then as now an expert logician, but he .effect any change in our habits.
could not withstand a divine song.
If we wish to influence children's
Music is important because of its in- lives for the better, let us give them
fluence both in a cultured and in a good, pure music during their school
moral life. Let us first look at its in- lives, rem embering that there can be
fluence toward making a person cul- no real music unless the performer
tured. To illustrate this, we will ima- thinks <l;IlCI feels it, pµtting his very begine two children, the one brought up ing into it and makmg it powerful to
in a home · where the parents a re in- kindle the souls of others.
terested in music, the other where they
are not.
The first child hears good music and
learns to appreciate it for the music's
sake, and not only for the sake of the
words. The other hears the same
music, and not being familiar with it,
pays .no attention to the music and
probably but little t@ the words. It
now depends upon his choice of reading whether even the words of the

Protective Devices of Plants.
BY MATTIE NOBLE, E. G.

The principal danger to which plants
are exposed are drouth, inundation,
fracture by wind or water, poisoning
by salts, over or under illumination,
overheating, cold and attacks from
animals.
Plants are exposed to the force of
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gravity and must necessarily be con- a cold region have a habit of producing
structed so that they can maintain fleshy root~ or bulbs, which enables.
themselves against this force. An im- them to spring up early, flower, and
perfectly constructed tree coµld not mature their fruit beforn the short sumbear the weight of its system of mer season is past. · Many seeds pass.
br~nches, leaves and fruit unless it the winter wrapped in furry coats or
complied with certain laws. The re- thick coverings. Buds for the next
sistance a plant has to the force of year's growth are covered with scales
gravity depends on the relative thick- while the colors produced are those
ness of the trunk, the tenacity of the best adapted to keeping the plant
wood, the height of the tree, the num- warm. Purple and violet absorb the
her of branches and the angle they most heat, Therefore we find · these
form w-ith the trunk. If the plant colors most prominent in the plants of
finds conditions under which the force the Alpme and other cold regions, and
of gravity may be more easily over- in @ur spring and fall flowers, as the
come, it will take advantage of the new violet, pasque and asters, and particuconditions and change its method of larly in the ends of spring shoots. The
growth.
Tl)e bean, wild grape and brilli ant coloring of autumn foliage is a
bittersweet seek support from sur- response of the plants to the falling temrounding objects and are thus enabled perature by the deve~opme,nt of a heat
to produce stems much longer in pro- producing area of their own. We may
portion to their thickness tha'n they conclude then that flow ers of a violet
could otherwise. Decumbent plants tinge are nativ es of the north, while the
whose fruit is supported by the ground yellow flowers are of southern. origin.
pn,duce slender stems, as the melon, The so-called sleep of flowers is merely
squash and pumpkin. The fruits of the clos ing or drooping of the petals and
many tall trees, like the cocoanut, are leaves to prevent escape of heat.
enclosed in a h ard shell, so that it will
Light is another form of energy
not break on falling and the fruit be which effects the structure and growth
destroyed.
of plants . Leaves are always placed
on the branches so that the grea test
amount of sunlight. is received. This
careful placing forms "leaf mosaics."
When light is strong and abundant, purple layers are formed on the leaves to
utilize the surplus light by converting it
into heat. The plant must be protected
from too much light. This is done by a
hairy covering of, the leaves or a change
in the1r position, so as to expose oFJly the
Vegetation must also adapt itself to edges to the sun. The latter is true of
the temperature of the surrounding at- wild lettuce and compass plant.
mosphere. Those plants which live in
The adaptation of plants to moisture

Terrestial plants must be elastic to
avoid fracture by winds. Fields of
grain furnish splendid examples of
those that bend easily before the wind
without breaking. Plants that have to
bear a heavy burden of snow during
winter soon learn to droop their
branches, as the hemlock, or to grow
in the form of a flat prostrate shrub,
like the heath.
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are,numerous. If they are exposed to a
heavy rainfall the surface of the foliage
is waxy, furrowed or haJJ"y to shed the
.w ater so that the air pores, if on the upper surface, will not become ' water
clogged. Because of this danger, the
terrestial plants, in most instances, have
the air pores assembled on the lower surface of the leaves. Too rapiE1 transpirat10n must be guarded against, especially
in deserts where little rain falls and its
rapid evaporation would cause the plant
to wither and die. The thick and leafless stems of the cacti guard against
rapid evaporat10n by diminishing the
transpiration surface. In bogs and
marshes where rapid evaporation would
cause too strong a stream of water
through the plant tissue, and in ·salt
marshes where the absorption of the
salt would interfere with the life of the
plant, we find the tamarack and cedar
with their tiny needlelike leaves, and the
leafless glasswort. Other devices have
been contrived by plants to prevent
evaporation.
The skin of leaves is
thick, the edges of leaves are rolled in to
cover the airpores and leaves are cov.:
ered with scales. Leaves of the cattail, flag and rushes are placed in an upright position unfavorable to evaporation.
Many desert plants produce
strong ethereal oils which form a vapor
about the plant that tempers the rays of
the sun.

spines, thorns and scales, which protect
them quite effectively against man and
animals. Mimicry is another method of
defense. Piants which are not poisonous escape detection by resembling
poisonous varieties.
Desert plants,
gray and irregular in shape resemble
stones, and begonias resemble reptiles
which are so numerous where they
grow. The sensitive plant shrivels and
becomes as dead on being touched,
which prevents animals from eating it.
The lives of plants, as well as animals,
depend upon the adjustment between internal and external conditions. If this
adjustment is not made death results.

Notice Alumni and Students.
At S p. m. on the second day of the
M. E. A. meeting, Thursday, Dec. 27,
there will be a reunion of all teachers
and students past and present, of the
St. Cloud Normal, at Windsor hotel,
St. Paul. St. Cloud people will surely
be especially interested in this year's
meeting, as our beloved friend, Supt.
W. A. Shoemaker, is president of the
association and has done all he can to
make the meeting an interesting and
beneficial one. Let us make him feel
proud of St. Cloud's representation.

.. - ..

Persons wishing to purchase books
as suitable gifts for children will do
well by looking over the list prepared
by Miss Isabel Lawrence and Mrs.
Alice Cooley.
Either cardb~ard . or
paper copies may be procured from
Miss Lawrence, cardboard ro cts ., paper 5 cts.

Plants must also protect themselves
from animals.
The most common
method is by producing a distasteful or
poisonous substance in the tissue. Morning glories, peas and many other plants
escape destruction by climbing up onto
A discount allowed on all purchases
supports; while the nettle, thistle, rosebush and cacti wear armors of prickles, made by students at Mary Kron's.

. - ...
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ENTION,

The football season jsut closed was
.a short but satisfactory one so far as
the Normal team is concerned. With
an enrollm ent of fewer than thirty-five
young men, several of whom are physically unfit to play, several more pre.vented by the requirements of the Normal School critic teachers, and fully a
dozen of whom would not play owing
to either personal timidity or to the
disapproval of their parents, the school
may well be surprised to find that the
team was able to hold its own a g ainst
two of the strongest high school teams
in lhe state. Alexandria with a team
that was not strict! y limited to high
s'c h6ol students, suffered defeat 36-6,
and Litchfield, with the old team of
last year intact, mtt with a similar
though less emphatic reverse, the
score being 16-6. Owing to the unfortunate accident sustained by Holliday at' Fargo, negotiations with the
Central Highs of Minneapolis ended
without a contest, and the Normals
lost
the opportunity to measure
strength with the High School that is
supposed to be the strongest in the
whole Noi-thw~st.
Too much credit
cannot be given to the men for the
conscientious training to which they
subjected themselves to attain the desired result. Every man on the team
did his best, and the energy and determination displayed in football when applied to the ordinary affairs of life will
make these men leaders in their chosen
field.
They are bound to succeed.
Watch them !

Attention students! Have you tried
Cotter'~ cream chocolates!' If not, try
tl:iem, they are the .best.
During the Holiday week, Dec. 26,.
27 and 28, the Minnesota Educational
Association will hold its thirty-seventh
session at St. Paul. Indications promise to make this year's meeting a very
interestmg. an·:l successful one. The·
number of members· is expected to
reach the thousand mark. The teachers of St. Paul and Minneapolis will
select an entertainment, lecture or concert, for two evenings 0f the meeting.
These, with the usual evening lecture
of the Association, for which Elbert
Hubbard of the "Philistine" has been
engaged, will make an attractive feature of the meeting.
There will be
reduced rates as usual, and it is hoped
that the northern part of the state will
be well represented.
For all nice, dainty and sweet things
see Jones, The Candy Man.
Miss Brett, a student of the Normal,
w as
elected
Superintendent
of
Schools tor Benton county at the last
election.
Ladies, haYe your winter coats altered, cleaned, pressed and· made like
new at Brown's, The Tailor.
A large percentage of people have
defective eyes. This error of refraction combined with the excessive use
students gixe, them, causes sore eyes,
heedaches, etc. These troubles should
not be neglected. Go at once to Clark
Bros. and get properly fitted lenses.
No cha; ge for examination.
The following students finished their
WG>rk at the Normal at the end of the
first term and received their diplomas
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from the state. From · the Advanced
·Graduate Course, Miss Ida Scheefe;
from the Elementary Graduate Course,
Miss Mabel Alexander, Miss Alfina
Brown, Miss Mary Irish, Miss Mary
McDermott and Miss May McLennan;
from the E. A. Cour~e, Mr. Anthony
Anderson, Mr. Geo. Ferraby, Miss
Lizzie O'Brien, Miss Charlotte Peter:son and Miss Ida Rosenberger. Three
ot these have positions:
Miss Mabel
Alexander teaches a first grade in
Virginia City at $50 a month. Mr.
Anthony Anderson has a rural school
near New London at $45 a month
and Miss Ida Rosenberger a rural
school near Rockville at $36 a month.
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mal students and 50 cts. for the general public.
Rigs of all kinds with the very best
horses money can buy, can be obtained
at verv low rates to Normal students
at Coates' livery stable.
We have now the nicest line of chocolates ever shown in St. Cloud, of a
higher grade and quality than I have
eyer had before.
JoNES.
Mildred Craig, 'oo, now teaching at
Prince to n, visited the school Nov. 2.

Students, see those fine suitings and
overcoatings at Brown, The Tailor's.
Price:s to meet Chicago slop work.
Cleaning, repmnng and
pressing
promptly
and
neatly
done.
Take Coates' bus and you will never
miss your train.
Candies of all kinds and descriptions

"Cracker Jacks" your dreams they, and at the very lowest pnces, at Cotter's candy kitchen.
will haunt,
For "The more you eat, the more
You will find the best assortment
you want."
as well as newest effects in millinery
Go to Cotter's for them.
at Marv Kron's .
See the• beautiful pomadour hats at
Xmas time is ·soon here and when
Mary ~.ron's.
thinking of a nice gift, think of Jones
Boys, if you wish to treat your best the candy man.
girl on the nicest and freshe st candies,
In selecting your bonbons for Xmas,
take her to Cotter's candy kitchen.
don't forget Cotter's. Everything in
Buses to meet all trains at Coates'. the latest style and neate!-it taste.
When you want to take a nice drive
A series of thre~ descriptive piano
recitals by William Waugh Sander of out in the country, go to John Coates'
Chicago will be given at Normal Hall and get one of the nobbiest rigs in the
o·n the seventh and eighth of Decem her. city.
One recital will be devoted to Wagner
••••••
•••
•• ••
••
••
•• ••
•• ••
and the opera Lohengrin, one to Bee(U1
Art .;I, .;I, .;!,.;I,
thoven, and the third will consist of a
·
.:I- Goods.:!-.:10
miscellaneous program on other . great
composers, with a special study of
Stationery.:1Oratorio and Haendd's Messiah. TickA
NOBLE
29Flfth.Av. S.
E • ~•
, St. Cloud.
ets for the course are 2 5 cts. for Nor-
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BARGAINS

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------------

JOO page Record books-same as you
a re paying 25c for, n ow .............. ..... 20c
JOO page Record books-sa me as you
are payln·g 20c for, now ....... ..... ....... l Sc
Other Record books-in proportion
as low as .. ... ..... ...... .. ··········· ....... ...... l Oc
Large Note books-same as you a re
paying 10c for, now ............................ 7c
Note book-same as you a r e paying ·
5c for, now .. .... ........... ....................... ..4c
Note book-same as you a re paying
3c for. now .... ... ... ... ..... ............. ..........

2c

Normal Tablets-we w ill give yo u
a 2c pencil with each ...... ..... .. ............ 5C
We have a large assortment of Record
and Note books. an<l just now we are
making a big reduction in price to reduce
our stock ........... ......................... .. ....... .... .

We can save you about 25
per cent on the above items
We are headquarters · for everything in
the stationery line.
Come and look over our book line, which
is a very complete one. : : : : : : :

.

i:
i

.

ATWOOD'S BOOK STORE
5J9 St. Germain Street

,;l,;l

St. Cloud, Minn.

~
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i• Tbe Proper Place.11- !•

•
:

.:
·:
:
·•
·:

To buy your WINTER SUITS, OVERCOATS and GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS is a. •
place like ours, as we carry the largest and finest selected stock in the city. We have the :

Larg~st Clotniocz House io toe Northwest.

:

Our store is a pride to any city. We cordially
~
invite you to call on.us before you make your ~
,,,/__,,--_
purchases as you will find our prices lower
qJ__ _ J.•__ _r-A
than those of any other house.
~--c;,f(l//iia✓,

/7 / _~- ,,

:

:
:
•

:

@fl. elt,,uv.

5pec::ial Disc::ou11t to Stuc:le11ts,

:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:i···················································· FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
s If You Want
·s

ST. CLOUD, M'INN.

~

:~ ~!~~-~-~~ass Pictures,
.:

CAPITAL,

All Business Connected with General Banking will Receive Prompt Attention.

We are making them for 25c
and up. i{emember at - -

I

..i. Vouk Photo Co.,
.
,.i

·■

Over Boyd's Store.

-

fill St. Germain St.

$100,000

OFFICERS •

DIRECTORS •

fl . P. BeH, L. W . Co llins, J. G. SMn'H, President.
E B. Smith W. B. Mitchell , L. W. COLLINS, Vice-Pres
.John Cooper, L.Clark, J . Ed. SMITH, Caahier .
Zapp , .John Re nsP,n , .r. G.
Smith, C. L. ·Atwood.

-•·· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

PUFF BROS.
GROCERS, BAKERS,
CONFECTIONERS _____
_
We carry the largest and most complete
-stock of staple and fancy Groceries, Confectionery, Fruit, Tobaccos, domestic and imported
-cigars.
Rox trade our Specialty
Wedding Cakes made to order.

60 7

ST. GERMAIN STREET .
. ST. CLOUD,

MINN . ..

LOOK HERE STUDENTS!

K

NEW PROCESS
STEAM LAUNDRY
Will give you the best of work
and make prices to please
students.

OIVE US A CALL LADIES AND GENTS.

E. F. MEYER,
,__ _ _ _ PROPRIETOR.
STEAM DYEING & REPAIRING DONE

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦
♦

i E. S. HILL,
i
==========
i PHOTOGRAPH~R i
♦♦

:i

.

♦

:
i

::

i
:

♦

♦

-

j
~

New Ovals,
Platino and
Platinotypes.

QUALITY PHOTOS

SPECIAL PRICES

♦

i•

J
::
:

1·

i NORMAL STUDENTS I
..............................♦
:
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WiQt<Zr Goats
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Large assortmef.lt of Ladies', Misses' and Children's Jackets.
Splendid line of ladies' cloth, boucle and plush Capes, fur Coats and Capes,
Collarettes, Boas and Muffs, the finest line of

i

Fur GarnJeQts
in St. Cloud. Ours are guaranteed to he satisfaction-giving furs.
The newest ideas in cloak line are represented im the cloak department of

j · Frao~

~

602 St, Oern,a.ir, Street

Faodel
St, Glouc;I i"'\ioo~sota.

f
~
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Sponges, Perfumes, Hair Brushes, Tooth
Brushes, and Full Line Druggist Sundries.

B. Fl. eARTEF.{,
:§u,~da!
BJ.l 1:1GGI ST

~Try Carter's White Pine for Cough.

;\U~iij!i@Iij t@
]?'~ysi<t:i'i!l.lij,p l?'i'~~ciripftn@lij:llo

-AT
--

•

:

•

~t. {ii~irmanl!'j ~t-~
~t. ~l@~<d.·

~©~

'

J. C. BOEHM, M. D.

BOWING 'BROS....

You will find a lull line of fancy crack519 St. Germain Street.
ers flurh as marshmallow creams, fl:.:- wafers, marshmallow walnuts, snlt,rna Office hours: 11 a. m. to 12:30 o. m., 2 to 4 lnthe
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.
cracker•, vanilla wafers, lemon waferff,

r

and cr8cknels. The C'heefie straws, wafers and assortef caki,s are in packages.

WALBRIDGE&-l

~

I

PROPRIETORS

BARBER
SHOP~

I
I

'~~;~~~~;::J
HUHNI

1;@%,

TilViE CARD

•a:
.(;

-OF--

TRAINS.
ST. CLOUD.

.~Cl

•; ,,;-.'flHl'Lli:,1 'l'FA!NS-D! N1Nfi Ukf!!_,
WEST BOUND,

No. 11, tlie North Coast LimltPd .. 11:28 i. n.
•No. 5, Minnesota local ................ 10.55 a.m.
No. 7, Manitoba Express .............. 11:00 pm.
EA8T BOUND,
No. 12, the North Coast L!mited,.11:28 a.m.
*No. 6, Minnesota local. ............. 3:10 p.m.
No. 8, Manitoba J,~xpress .............. 4:20 a.m.
*Daily via Brainerd except Sunday. All
other trains daily.
,

!'11! lman First-1Jla$S and Tourist Sleeping /)R,rL. T. Stodder, Agent,
St. Cloud, ~1\nn.

j

Chas. S. Fee, G. P.A.
St. Paul, Mims
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THE
DRUGGIST
is the place to get all

•=e,WHe<aeUde,,
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:
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If you want the
Latest News Read ""' THE

""'

SAINT
CLOUD

----------------•••
ISSUED QUARTERLY

By the Htudents of the
St. Cloud Normal School:

: ••••••• ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ••••• ■ •••• ■ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Merchants:-: National :-: Bank
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.
CAPITAL,

$150,000.

DAILY
and ..
WEEKLY.

Banking in all its Branches.
-:Interest paid upon Time Deposits. Best and finest equipped
In. Our !Savings Depar-tme:n-t.
Deposits received in sums of $1.00 and upwards. Interest
allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
0. l'L HA.VILL,
President.
A.H. REINHARD,
C. L. ATWOOD,
Cashier.
Vke-Prea!dent.

~ J O B OFFICE
In the Northwest.

THE NORMALIA.

Interesting
prices on reliable dry goods.
cloaks, capesJ
draperies ana
window shades can alwaye
be obtained a~
our store.

R. HARRISON

=== 507 ST. GERM. ST.===

~"~

@> ~©alki~9
@>a[P)~~

Our one
pric•~
small
profit system
of ~ e 11 in g
goods is the
magnet that;
attracts t h e
purchasing
public.

fl'\a.gr,ificer,t 5toc~ of
N~w Goods
ln order to test the circulation of this paper all those
presenting this adverr.isement will receive a ...

JQJn~«;©!LlllQ)t ©f
Il (Q) IP>~r ~@IQ)t
on any short Jacket purchased at our store. Our
large variety of Fur Muffs
and Collarettes will interest
you.

Hosiery al)d UQder'1rJ'ear

Gors~ts al)d Gloves.

For Ladies, Gents and Children
Cannot fail to meet the expectation of the
most conservative buyer.

Full assortment of Royal, Worcester
and Thompson's glove fitting corsets always in stock, in white, drab or black,
at (per pair) ......

Ladies' fast black seamless fleece lined
hose fro~······

IO to soc per pair.

SOc, 7Sc, $1.00 ar,d $ I .2S,
Exceptional values in ladies' kid gloves
at ......

Ladies' black ·cashmere wool hose,
plain or ribbed, at ......

69c, $1.00, $ I .2s ar,(! $I.so

2S c~Qts per pair.

per pair; large variety of colors, also
black, at each price to choose from.
We offer unparalleled bargains in-

Ladies' fine black worsted hose at .•.•.•

Bla.dfaod Colore(!
Elegant line of children's fleece lined or
wool hose at prices ranging from ..... .

10 to J9c per pair.
Gents' merino or wool hose from (per
pair) ......

Dli~~~ G©©<cil~9
Blac~ ao(! Golored Sil~s.
Notions, '.Ribbons, Laces, Skirts, Shirt
Waists, etc.
Exclusive agents for New Idea patterns, latest designs, lowest in price, any
style patterns only 10c each. Fashion
sheets free, call or send for one.

